Exploring substrate diffusion in channels using biased molecular dynamics simulations.
Substrate transport and diffusion through membrane-bound channels are processes that can span a range of time scales, with only the fastest ones being amenable to most atomic-scale equilibrium molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. However, the application of forces within a simulation can greatly accelerate diffusion processes, revealing important structural and energetic features of the channel. Here, we demonstrate the use of two methods for applying biases to a substrate in a simulation, using the ammonia/ammonium transporter AmtB as an example. The first method, steered MD, applies a constant force or velocity constraint to the substrate, permitting the exploration of potential substrate pathways and the barriers encountered, although typically far outside of equilibrium. On the other hand, the second method, adaptive biasing forces, is quasi-equilibrium, permitting the derivation of a potential of mean force, which characterizes the free energy of the substrate during transport.